Nonregenerative stimulation of hepatocyte proliferation in the rat: variable effects in relation to spontaneous liver growth; a possible link with metabolic induction.
Three procedures were used to stimulate hepatocyte proliferation in the rat without reducing liver mass, resulting in a supplementary growth which differs from the regenerative growth observed after loss of liver mass by hepatectomy or toxic necrosis. They were: (a) the ingestion of cyproterone, a cytochrome P450 inducing drug (b) the injection of an irritant which provokes glycogenesis and synthesis of acute-phase proteins (c) the injection of albumin-bound bilirubin leading to elimination of glucuronated bilirubin in bile. This ensuing supplementary growth was studied in the rat under several conditions of hepatic proliferation: 1. In normal adult rats, in which hepatocyte proliferation is very low, the effect on proliferation was either weak or undetectable. 2. In suckling rats, with a rapid body and liver growth, all the stimulants provoked a synchronized wave of proliferation with a steep increase of the percentage of S-phase hepatocytes from 4.5% in controls to 15-30% in treated rats. This increase was followed by a compensatory period of low proliferation during which a treatment with a second stimulant was much less effective. 3. In 2/3 hepatectomized adult rats, the proliferation induced by cyproterone was higher than the spontaneous regenerative proliferation alone and additional to it during all of the regenerative process. The proliferation induced by acute inflammation was competitive with the synchronous spontaneous proliferation during the early period of synchronized proliferation following surgery, suggesting that both are similar acute responses. Differently, during the late period of lower and unsynchronized regenerative proliferation, the proliferation provoked by acute inflammation was additional to the spontaneous one. A stimulation of proliferation by injection of the albumin-bilirubin complex was observed during the late period after 2/3 hepatectomy. The highest level of stimulation occurred when the liver growth and the hepatocyte proliferation were already high. This suggests that these stimulants are not complete mitogenic stimuli and need cofactors which are present during the spontaneous growth or, alternatively, that the effect of stimulants is opposed by an inhibitory mechanism present in the adult rat.